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Arthropods have been serving undoubtedly as vectors and possibly as reservoirs 
of virus diseases of man and other vertebrates for many centuries. However, 
recognition of the viral etiology and role of arthropods as vectors for these infec
tions has all ensued in the twentieth century; and the majority of our knowledge 
has accrued in the past 25 years. These infections have received major attention 
in this period; and as a result the group is no Ionger limited to the classical 
triad of viral agents which cause yellow fever, dengue and sand fly fevers, but 
instead encompasses nearly 50 distinct viruses. Inevitably additional etiological 
agents in this group remain to be discovered, as is evidenced by the knowledge 
that severallaboratories have isolated such agents but have not reported them 
in the literature, and there is a continuing intensive search for additional agents. 
It must be assumed that virus diseases will soon constitute the largest group 
of arthropod-borne animal infections, Ü they do not already exceed the vector 
borne infections of animals caused by protozoa, bacteria or rickettsiae. 

Currently there is the unusual epidemiological circumstance that a number 
of viral agents are isolated from arthropods previous to recognition of any disease 
syndrome they might naturally cause in animal hosts. This is a complete reversal 
of a classical epidemiological evolution in which descriptive analysis of a series 
of cases led to incrimination and subsequent proof of an arthropod vector and 
viral etiology. Viral agents are now being isolated in experimental hosts by 
inoculation of wild arthropod vectors, and subsequently a search is made for 
evidence of naturally occurring infection or disease in man and other vertebrates 
throughout the world. 

This consideration will be limited to the group of viral infections of vertebrate 
hosts which have the common feature that arthropods serve as vectors responsible 
for the biological or mechanical transmission of the infectious agent from host 
to host. 

In most instances the infectious agent depends on the vector not only as a 
carrier but also as a definitive host and even as a reservoir. Representative 
viruses biologically dependent on vectors are known from each continent, and 
there is evidence that one or more representatives are found in most major 
geographical areas where an intensive search is made. Many of these viruses, 
formerly thought to be quite restricted in geographical distribution, are now 
known to be of intercontinental distribution. Several viruses will be included as 
suspected arthropod borne agents because of close relationship to known represent
ative members or the circumstances of their isolation. 
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Composition of tbe Group. 
At the present stage of knowledge arthropod borne viruses are generally 

classified into subgroups by an artificial and historical system based on the areas 
from which they were first isolated, the type of disease they cause in either 
natural or experimental hosts, the type of vector by which they are transmitted 
or the perpetuation dependence of the virus on its vector. While such a system 
is at times artificial and always presents difficulties, it will at least serve as a 
framework for the known representatives. The following discussions will indicate 
some of the difficulties of devising a more orderly arrangement. The problern 
of developing a binomial Linnean classification for these viruses is currently 
under consideration but generally is feit to be premature (HAMMON, 1953; 
LEPINE, 1953; SABIN, 1953). 

Classical Arthropod Borne Viruses. 
The classical representatives are yellow fever, dengue fever and sandfly 

(phlebotomus) fever. These were the first viruses recognized as being arthropod 
borne and they are specific examples and models of viruses that, for transmission 
and perpetuation, are dependent on their mosquito or sandfly vectors. In each 
of these infections there have been periods when knowledge of the etiology, 
infectious process, vector relationships and general epidemiology appeared to 
be weil understood. However, developments in the past ten to twenty years 
indicate wehavenot reached a static status of knowledge. As examples, dengue 
and sandfly fevers each have at least a dual virus etiology and by definition we 
should really consider the respective diseases as dengues Type 1 (Hawaüan) 
and Type 2 (New Guinea) and sandfly fever Naples and Sicilian types (SABIN, 
1955). Epidemie and jungle types of yellow fever, while caused by a single virus, 
have distinct epidemiological patterns. However, it is clear that this classical 
triad of virus infections so long accepted as established must now be reconsidered 
as a group of five diseases of distinct etiology (cf. Appendix p. 194). 

American Mosquito Borne Encephalitis Viruses. 
In the Americas at least nine distinct viruses are recognized as having assoc

iation with mosquito vectors and producing an encephalitis syndrome in natural 
or experimental hosts (cf. Appendix p. 194/95). Communications with research 
workers in this region indicate they have isolated additional as yet unnamed 
and undesribed agents which will belong in this group. Mosquito vector rela
tionships of the Western equine, Eastern equine and St. Louis viruses have 
been studied in the most detail. The other six representatives have all been 
isolated from naturally infected mosquito vectors, but studies of their biological 
dependence on the vector or natural infections in ·vertebrate hosts are quite 
limited. One must question whether these unstudied agents are capable of 
producing an encephalitic syndrome in hosts infected by dermal routes because 
their classification as encephalitic agents, except for Venezuelan equine and 
California viruses, is largely based on the clinical syndrome occurring in experi
mental hosts inoculated by the intracerebral route. 

African Mosquito Borne Fever and Encephalitis Viruses. 
From Africa at least eleven distinct viruses other than the classical fever 

viruses have been isolated from or are possibly associated with mosquito vectors 
(cf. Appendix p. 195). These agents are sometimes classified as encephalitic 
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agents on the basis of experimental host symptoms. However, it should be 
emphasized that agents such as West Nile and Rift Valley fever should pro
bably be classified in the same group as the classical fever viruses on the basis 
of the symptoms they produce in man. There is actually little clinical evidence 
that any of these agents commonly produces an encephalitis in its natural 
infection cycle. 

Bwamba and Brazzaville viruses are included in this list in spite of the fact 
that they have not been associated with mosquito vectors. Epidemiologically 
there is reason to suspect they may be associated with such vectors. 

Asiatic-Australian Mosquito Borne Encephalitis Viruses. 
Representatives from this geographical area are few (cf. Appendix p. 195). 

However, this may reflect the comparatively limited search until recent years. 
Sindbisvirus was found associated with mosquito vectors and avian hosts soon 
after a search for such agents began in India (SHAH et al., 1956). No infor
mation is available on the symptoms of natural infection with this agent. 

Japanese B and Murray Valley viruses are clearly representative of mos
quito borne agents which produce encephalitic syndromes in naturally infected 
hosts. 

Encephalitis and Fever Virus Agents Transmitted by Acarina. 
The group of agents transmitted by Acarina is limited in number and is not 

a.s easily divided into geographical groups (cf. Appendix 195). Geographically, 
Colorado tick fever is known only in North America. The Russian Spring
summer and louping iii encephalitic agents, which are closely related if not 
identical, appear to extend in a broad band from the Atlantic seaboard of 
Europe across to the Pacific border of northern Asia. The haemorrhagic fevers 
recently and forcibly have come to the attention of the western world yet seem 
to be extensive in their distribution and recognition from the eastern edge of 
Europe across to the Pacific margin of Asia. 

Arthropod-Borne Viruses Affecting V ertebrates Other Than Man. 
This is a very artificial grouping of agents (cf. Appendix p. 195/96), including 

some dependent on biological transmission by vectors and others on mechanical 
transmission. The range of proven and suspected arthropod vectors is diverse. 
Some representatives are included solely on the basis of epidemiological evidence 
tending to incriminate vectors. None of these agents is known to produce disease 
in man. It must be suspected that further, more intensive research will reveal 
additional arthropod-borne viruses affecting particularly wild animals and of 
little or no direct disease importance to man. It is even probable that some 
of the agents already listed as American and African mosquito borne fever and 
encephalitis viruses may belong in this category. 

Infections of Man Transmitted Incidentally by Arthropods. 
Epidemiological or laboratory experimental evidence indicates that arthropods 

may serve as biological or mechanical vectors of a number of viruses usually 
transmitted by other means. For the sake of completeness these agents more inci
dentally associated with arthropod vectors arealso listed in the Appendix p. 196. 

12* 
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Inter-relationships of Viruses and Vectors. 
The types of inter-relationships of vectors and animal viruses which will 

allow the transmission and perpetuation of the infectious agents have been 
subjects of extensive study. Our principal concern with classification of the 
various modes of transmission is to allow the grouping of agents whose propagation 
and transmission are governed by the same biological requirements. 

HuFF's (1931) classification system for all arthropod-borne diseases would 
separate the arthropod-borne viruses according to two primary modes of trans
mission: biological propagative and mechanical. DAY and BENNETTS (1954) in 
their extensive review of the specificity of relationship between arthropod vectors 
and plant and animal viruses imply that these two types of relationship would 
suffice to describe the mechanism of transmission of animal viruses. However, 
as indicated in MEYER's (1953) review, external and internal mechanical trans
mission must be differentiated. The latter mode of transmission is recognized 
for at least poliomyelitis and coxsackie viruses, on the basis of MELNICK and 
PENNER's (1952) studies in flies; and possibly for lymphocytic choriomeningitis 
with bedbugs (MILZER, 1942). The internal mechanical type of vector-virus 
relationship would also be encompassed by DAY and BENNETTS' (1954) delayed
mechanical type of transmission, which is applied to certain vector-borne plant 
viruses. 

Mechanical transmission is generally accepted as the simplest vector-virus 
relationship. A consideration of some of the biological factors which control 
the success and extent of mechanical transmission will serve as a basis for later 
consideration of biological vector-virus associations. 

Mechanical Transmission. 

Mechanical transmission would at first thought seem to be subject to few 
biological influences or requirements. The simile of the "flying pin", so effectively 
presented by FENNER, DAY and WooDROOFE (1952), if taken too literally might 
Iead the incautious student of mechanical transmission to ignore influences such 
as climate, vector population density, vector host preference and other Controlling 
biological factors. This was clearly not the intention of the authors. Even in this 
simplest form environment affects, for example, the feeding activity, length of 
life, and reproductive activity of the vector and the microenvironment of the 
etiological agent while associated with the vector. The cycle of transmission in 
the field is a dynamic biological process; the laboratory model duplicating the 
mode of transmission may be quite simple. 

The early efforts to introduce myxomatosis virus into the wild rabbit popul
ation in Australia failed andin retrospect it became obvious that one of the most 
important factorsleading to the failure was the climatically unfavorable environ
ment at the time (RATCLIFFE et al., 1952). Effective transmission and geographic 
spread occurred only when the climate favored maximal vector feeding activity 
and the development of a large vector population. The further studies of MYERS, 
MARSHALL and FENNER (1954) and MYERS (1954) of epizootic periods reemphasized 
the important effect of climate on transmission, since effective spread has been 
largely limited to the summer months. 

Studies must still be made on the effect of temperature and humidity on the 
duration of virus survival on contaminated mouthparts of vectors. Reports of 
decreases and irregularities in transmission ability of vectors on refeeding over 
extended periods may be due either to cleansing of the transmittory portion 
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of the mouthparts or to "death" of the virus (FENNER et al., 1952). K:rr.1IAM 
and DALMAT (1955) found a marked decrease of transmission of rabbit fibroma 
virus even though mosquito heads still contained at least 1,000 infectious doses. 
This may reflect virus survival in sheltered portions of the head which did not 
contact the host in the act of feeding. 

None of the field or laboratory studies of mechanical vector-virus relationships 
has been extended to determine ü virus can survive on the vectors for Ionger 
periods in winter than in summer. Certainly some of the mosquito vectors of 
myxomatosis in Australia, Europe and the Americas survive the winter period 
as adults. If virus survival and transmissibility are prolonged when virus is 
associated with hibernating or relatively inactive vectors in the winter, the 
vector as weil as the rabbit could serve as an overwintering reservoir of infection. 

Thus there are indications that climatic factors may play nearly as important 
a role in viruses transmitted mechanically by vectors, particularly mosquitoes, 
as they do in those agents requiring extrinsic incubation. One might anticipate 
that myxomatosis, or other viruses, when transmitted mechanically by obligatory 
ectoparasites such as fleas or lice, would be less affected by climatic factors 
because of the host surface microclimate inhabited by the vector (LocKLEY, 1954). 

In the laboratory a wide range of arthropods is usually capable of transmitting 
viruses such as myxomatosis or avian pox (DAY and BENNETTS, 1954). However, 
under field conditions infection may fail to spread even in the presence of popul
ations of capable laboratory vectors. In the field the experimental vector may 
never feed on the host which is a source or recipient of the infection or the vector 
population may never reach the threshold of density which will assure repeated 
feeding contact with the host. The studies of MYERS et al. (1954) and MYERS (1954) 
clearly indicate how essential these two factors are in the transmission of myxo
matosis under natural conditions. 

The host preference of arthropods determines which species will serve as 
efficient mechanical vectors of these viruses. Early in the Australian myxomatosis 
studies, vector-host preferencewas suspected tobe important (RATCLIFFE et al., 
1952). Subsequent studies have confirmed a surprising degree of vector specificity 
largely controlled by host feeding preference. The recent study by LEE et al. (1954) 
of blood sources of Australian mosquitoes shows that Anopheles annulipes and 
Culex annulirostris have a strong preference for rabbit blood. This is complementary 
to the field findings of MYERS (1954) and MYERS et al. (1954) that the same two 
species of mosquitoes are primary vectors of the disease in epizootics while other 
species not feeding on rabbits do not contribute to the spread of infection although 
capable of doing so experimentally. Similarly the isolations of avian pox viruses 
from 0. annulirostris, Culex fatigans and probably Culex pipiens australicus 
by FRENCH and REEVES (1954) are supported by the aviophilic findings for these 
species by LEE et al. (1954). Association of representatives of the Culex pipiens 
complex with avian pox viruses has usually been explained by their preference 
for bird blood (KLIGLER and ASCHNER, 1931; FRENCH and REEVES, 1954). 

As field studies are extended a detailed knowledge of the host preferences 
of potential vector species will undoubtedly prove essential to an understanding 
of the dynamics of spread of all the mechanically transmitted viruses. For a 
vector to be efficient it must have repeated contact with the infected and sus
ceptible hosts, just as much as it does in infections with biological transmission 
such as malaria and yellow fever. 

In the case of viruses which are incidentally transmitted mechanically by 
vectors, such as poliomyelitis, coxsackie and trachoma, the vector's feeding 
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preference for body excretions or secretions plays a major role in determining 
which species of Diptera will be involved and their efficiency in transmitting 
to a susceptible host tissue (MELNICK and Dow, 1953; HERMS, 1950). 

The preponderance of evidence is that the various pox and similar dermal 
virus agents do not multiply in the vector. Several studies on fibroma virus 
transmission (KILHAM and WüKE, 1953; KILHAM and DALMAT, 1955) and possibly 
one experiment with myxomatosis (FENNER et al., 1952) indicate further study 
might be made of possible "anterior station" multiplication of virus in the head 
of the vector. The studies of poliomyelitis and coxsackie viruses in flies indicate 
they do not multiply but are excreted for many days after ingestion (MELNICK 
and PENNER, 1952). 

The amount of infectious virus available to the vector when it feeds has 
proven to be important. This is particularly well shown in the studies of FENNER 
et al. (1952) with myxomatosis, in which vectors feeding on skin lesions where 
the concentration of virus is maximum can transmit and those feeding on or 
through tissues where the concentration is low fail to transmit. This also appears 
in the studies on rabbit fibroma (KILHAM and DALMAT, 1955}, fowlpox (BRODY, 
1936) and poliomyelitis and coxsackie viruses (MELNICK and PENNER, 1952). 

The anatomy of the mouthparts of mechanical vectors, which is closely allied 
to feeding methods, seems to have' some relationship to vector specificity and 
activity. FENNER and DAY (1952) have summarized this problern and indicate 
that if viruses are concentrated in skin lesions a range of vectors may become 
involved. Mouthparts become contaminated whether they are thin stylets or 
broad blades, as long as feeding is on dermal areas where virus is concentrated. 
However, those vectors whose mouth parts become contaminated by feeding 
on animals with viremia are largely limited to the blood "pool feeders" with 
the larger feeding appendages. The pox viruses represent the dermal concentrated 
virus group, and equine infectious anemia (STEIN et al., 1942) is the only clear 
representative of the viremia group. There have been no quantitative studies 
of the virus carrying capacity of mouth parts of different arthropod species on 
the basis of size or shape of such appendages. A comparison of this type for 
Culicidae, Simuliidae, Heleidae, Tabanidae, Siphonoptera and Anoplura should 
be most interesting with a virus such as myxomatosis. The qualitative evaluation 
of vector ability for myxomatosis reviewed by DAY and BENNETTS (1954) might 
well be extented into more quantitative comparisons. KLIGLER and AscHNER 
(1929) noted marked differences in fowlpox incubation periods following the 
bites of C. pipiens and Aedes aegypti; and this could have been due to a difference 
in carrying capacity of the two species. 

Other biological attributes of mechanical vectors suspected of affecting 
transmission have been: biting cycles as they correlate with host activities, the 
frequency with which vectors feed, and the vector's dispersal range. Arthropods 
such as the Acarina which are slow feeders and have long delays between successive 
feedings are rarely incriminated as mechanical vectors of viruses. 

Generally the viral agents dependent on mechanical vector transmission are 
chantcterized by having a prolonged infectious period in the vertebrate host, 
concentration in a site readily available to the vector, and a considerable resistance 
to environmental influences. The vertebrate host-virus relationship is adapted 
to provide a long term source (reservoir) of virus. These biological adaptations 
conform to the requirements for virus survival when dependent on mechanical 
transmission by a vector and to some degree differ from the characteristics of 
agents transmitted biologically by vectors. 
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It has been necessary to utilize myxomatosis as the primary example for the 
mechanically transmitted viruses, because it is the member of this group most 
extensively studied in laboratory and field. Laboratory studies of vector trans
mission of such viruses as squirrel fibroma (KILHAM, 1955), rabbit fibroma 
(P:HILIP, 1942; KILHAM and DALMAT, 1955), fowlpox (ßRODY, 1936), swine pox 
(SHOPE, 1940), and equine infectious anemia (STEIN et al., 1942, 1943) still require 
the support of extensive field observations to determine the role of suspected 
vectors in the natural epidemiological cycle. It is anticipated that the vector
virus-host relationships for most mechanically transmitted viruses would be 
governed by equally specific biological requirements. 

This brief discussion illustrates that even with simple mechanical transmission 
there is considerable vector specificity for viruses in this group and a wide range 
of biological, morphological and environmental factors is involved in determining 
which arthropods will serve as vectors. The degree of transmission is controlled 
by definite biological requirements and is not independent of vector characteristics 
and environmental influences. 

Biological Transmission. 
The viruses biologically transmitted by arthropod vectors in their natural 

cycles are generally completely dependent on this mechanism for their spread 
from infected host to susceptible host. The circumstances of viral adaptations 
to and dependency on a wide range of arthropod vectors and vertebrate hosts 
will be discussed as general characteristics of this group and specific studies 
utilized as examples. Insofar as possible, analogies will be drawn between studies 
on different viruses studied separately and not usually compared or contrasted. 

It must be emphasized that the biological factors shown to affect mechanical 
transmission may equally affect the biologically transmitted viruses. The prin
cipal additional factor to be considered is the adaptation of these viruses to 
permit entry, survival, growth and exit to and from a poikilothermic arthropod 
host after alternate passage through a homothermic vertebrate host. As compared 
with mechanical vector-virus association, the arthropod phase of the biological 
virus cycles has stricter limitations on the vector species involved and, being a 
host-parasite relationship, may offer a suitable site for extended survival of 
the virus outside of the vertebrate host. 

MEYER (1953) summarized the relationships of which one or more must be 
established between an arthropod and a virus for biological transmission to be 
considered proven: 

"(1) .An extrinsic incubation period between the time the insect feeds on infected 
plants or animals and the time it becomes infective. (2) .An obligatory relationship 
between the insect and the virus it transmits. (3) Multiplication or increase of the 
viral agent in the arthropod's body. (4) .A relationship between the life stage of the 
arthropod and its ability to transmit the viral agent. (5) Hereditary transmission 
of the virus through the eggs to succeeding generations." 

One or more of the above relationships is generally established by intensive 
laboratory study under artifical conditions. Equally important and frequently 
separate from these experimental criteria are the requirements for epidemiological 
confirmation of transmission of a viral agent by a particular arthropod in the 
natural infection cycle. Once again a succinct summary by MEYER (1953) illus
trates the major criteria to be established. 
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"( 1) .A close, not necessarily constant, association of an arthropod with the clinically 
or subclinically infected. (2) Regular visits by the insect to the healthy under conditions 
suitable for exchange of the virus. (3) The presence of the' infective viral agents in 
the arthropod in nature or in the infected, but again not necessarily the sick. ( 4) Experi
mental production of the infection, or preferably the disease, by the arthropod, 
through feeding or visits under controlled conditions, with adequate checks." 

Establishment of the necessary points from the preceding two sets of criteria 
for any specific viral agent or arthropod species suspected as a vector is demanding. 
This is illustrated by the relatively slow progress achieved in such studies and 
the existing lacunae in knowledge in spite of the extensive efforts by workers 
in this field. 

Natural Infections. 

A search for infected vectors collected from natural habitats has been productive 
with this entire group of infectious agents. Studiesofthis type have: led to discovery 
of infected arthropod species which are most highly suspected of being vectors, 
added to the knowledge of the geographical distribution of the viruses, served 
as a Iead to animal hosts and reservoirs of the viral agents by their vector associ
ation, offered promise as a measuring device for determining endemic Ievels 
of infection, and resulted in the isolation of previously unknown viruses. 

In intensive testing of field-collected mosquitoes to isolate such virus agents 
as yellow fever and the North-American encephalitides, a host of new viruses 
has been found associated with mosquitoes. Among these are; Semliki forest, 
Bunyamwera, Ntaya, Uganda S., Zika, Sindbis, California, Ilheus, .Anopheles A, 
Anopheles B and Wyeomyia viruses (see Table l for references). It remains to 
be proven that any of these agents are of major significance in the causation of 
disease in man or other vertebrates. 

Finding an infected arthropod under natural conditions cannot be interpreted 
as evidence that the species or individual is a vector. The significance of such 
findings in terms of infectiousness or transmission abilities remains unknown. 
This doubt has frequently been ignored, and as a result numerous publications 
refer to arthropod species as proven vectors solely on the basis of a single or 
several natural associations of the arthropod with the infectious agent. In the 
case of viruses which are biologically dependent on the vector two questions 
are obviously to be answered prior to final interpretation of the significance 
of the isolation: What is the fate of ingested virus 1 To what degree does the 
suspected vector have contact with host sources of virus and later with susceptible 
hosts 1 

Fate of Iogested Virus. 

In analyzing vector-virus interrelationships four basic types of information 
must be obtained before the significance of this infectious process in the arthropod 
can be adequately interpreted: 

(l) The range of vector species which normally ingest the virus in question. 

(2) The infection rates in the vector population under natural endemic or 
epidemic conditions. 

(3) The threshold of virus concentration leading to infection of each of these 
species. 

(4) The transmission (infectivity) rate of infected vector populations. 
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The arthropod species which might normally ingest a virus are usually 
determined by testing extensive samples of suspect species collected in an endemic 
area for the virus in question. The moreextensive studies ofthistype have been 
carried out with only a few of the viruses with which we are concerned: yellow 
fever; Western, Eastern, St. Louis, Japanese B und Russian spring-summer 
encephalitis; West Nile virus; blue-tongue of sheep, Rüt Valley fever and possibly 
the hemorrhagic fever viruses. Results of such surveys will not be listed in detail, 
because the most signüicant studies are summarized elsewhere: yellow fever 
(WHITMAN, 1951); the American encephalitides (FERGUSON, 1954); Japanese B 
encephalitis (HAMMON et al., 1949); West Nile virus (TAYLOR and HURLBUT, 
1953); Rift Valley fever (SMITHBURN et al., 1948); Russian spring-summer 
encephalitis (SILBER and SoLOVIEV, 1946); blue-tongue (Du TmT, 1944; PRICE 
and HARDY, 1954); hemorrhagic fever (GAJDUSEK, 1953); and general review 
of numerous agents (DAY and BENNETTS, 1954). Survey studies ofthistype have 
epidemiologically incriminated arthropod species as vectors which were previously 
unsuspected of having any signüicance in disease transmission. Examples are 
Haemagogus spegazzinii (capricornii) for yellow fever (SHANNON et al., 1938); 
Culex tarsalis for Western equine and St. Louis encephalitis (HAMMON et al., 
1941) ; Culex tritaeniorhynchus for Ja panese B encephalitis (MrTAMURA et al., 
1938; HAMMON et al., 1949); Culiseta melanura and Mansonia perturbans for 
Eastern equine encephalitis (HOWITT et al., 1949; ÜHAMBERLAIN et al., 1951); 
Mansonia tittilans for Venezuelan equine encephalitis (GILYARD, 1944); and 
Eretmapodites chrysogaster for Rüt Valley fever (SMITHBURN et al., 1948). At the 
same time this general survey technique has clarüied that certain previously 
highly suspect arthropod species rarely or never come in contact with the viral 
agent under study in their natural habitats or that they are refractory to the 
infection. 

Aceurate measurement of infection rates in vector populations has received 
remarkably little attention. Very crude indices are usually based on the number of 
virus isolations from an over-all sample or number of pools of vectors tested. 
Inevitably more accurate and interpretable techniques are going to have to be 
developed and applied to differentiate infection rates in biting versus non-feeding 
segments of the vector population, and for clearer demarcation of the signüicance 
in düferences of crude infection rates between vector species. 

The discovery of an arthropod species naturally associated with a viral 
agent is not conclusive evidence that the species is a vector; it is actually evidence 
only that the vector has come in contact with the infectious agent at some time 
in its lüe. The association may represent any part of a spectrum which ranges 
from surface contamination to a transient gut contamination to a biological 
infection with cellular invasion and multiplication. The extent of virus-vector 
relationship must usually be clarüied by laboratory experimentation. Few of 
the viruses in this group have been studied in a sufficient variety of potential 
vector species prior to field surveys to allow the exclusion of any species on the 
premise that they were refractory to the virus. Similarly knowledge of biological 
attributes of the various suspected vector species is usually too limited to allow 
the exclusion of many species from at least preliminary study. 

A sufficient number of the viruses has now been studied in a !arge enough 
variety of arthropod species in the Iaboratory and field that certain general 
characteristics controlling the probability of vector-virus association are clear. 
For successful virus-vector association it can be assumed that the vector must 
have certain physiological and morphological attributes favorable to the virus 
and that the vector must have biological traits, particularly with regard to its 
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feeding habits, which will assure perpetuation of the basic infection chain essential 
to the virus. These factors are not peculiar to vector-virus relationships nor 
are they new. Rather they conform to the general biological laws controlling 
all arthropod-borne infections long accepted for other agents such as malaria 
and recognized very early with the classical epidemic mosquito-borne viruses 
of yellow and dengue fevers. 

When various arthropods are experimentally exposed to one of these viruses, 
some species are receptive and others are refractive. Furthermore, within the 
acceptive species there is marked variation among strains, races and individuals 
in the virus concentration threshold required to produce infection. One must 
suspect there is a wide range or spectrum of susceptibility within a single species, 
much as in vertebrate infections; and similarly a range of ability to shed or 
transmit the virus. These variabilities in yellow fever and the encephalitides 
have been studied intensively and extensively. 

In yellow fever a wide range of arthropods in addition to mosquitoes can be 
infected experimentally (WHITMAN, 1951). The same is true for several of the 
encephalitis agents (FERGUSON, 1954; ÜHAMBERLAIN, SIKES et al., 1954). However, 
it is clear from such studies that one must guard against accepting too readily 
the obligatory relationship of any virus and a specific vector species solely on 
the basis of experimental laboratory association. In yellow fever and the ence
phalitides, one may get lost in a morass of experimental vector potentialities 
(susceptibles) many of which actually attest to the great adaptability of these 
viruses to different arthropod species under artificial conditions. Similarly one 
must be cautious in interpreting the isolation of virus from several species of 
arthropods in the field because an infected verlebrate host is surrounded by 
a galaxy of blood sucking arthropods, any species of which may imbibe infected 
blood. In many such species virus may even persist for some time but never be 
transmitted. 

Specificity of Vector· Virus Relationship. 
The exact nature and cause of the specificity of relationship between vector 

species and the viruses they transmit are poorly understood as yet. In the early 
phases of experimental study of vector-virus association it is usually feit that 
there is a high degree of generic or species specificity. However, as such studies 
are expanded it is usually found that species or generic specific acceptance of 
a viral agent is very broad under optimal experimental conditions. All of the 
adequately studied viruses can be transmitted by more than one species of 
vector and usually by several genera or even different families or orders of 
arthropods. Both physical and physiological attributes of vectors have been 
investigated in attempting to explain the experimental observations. 

Many workers have feit that differences in the physical structure of the 
intestinal tract of different arthropod species might affect transmission. In some 
the structure may serve as a mechanical barrier to prevent virus from reaching 
susceptible cells of the vector. To eliminate such a barrier the gut of vectors 
has been punctured. Using this technique, MERRILL and TEN BROECK (1935) 
with Eastern equine virus and HuRLBUT (1951) with Japanese B virus converted 
refractive mosquitoes to a greater transmission status and shortened the extrinsic 
incubation period. McLEAN (1955) extended these observations by comparing 
the ability of Culex and Anopheles to transmit Murray Valley encephalitis virus 
after feeding of virus, feeding of virus with gut puncture, and parenteral inoculation 
of virus. These studies indicate that the capacity of the cells of the vector's gut 
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to allow multiplication of the virus determines whether or not an encephalitis 
virus is capable of undergoing a biological cycle in a given mosquito. The intestinal 
tract may pose both a physiological and a physical obstacle to successful virus 
implantation in a refractive vector species. 

So little is known of the physiology of arthropods or the "nutrient" demands 
of these viruses that consideration has not been given to the possibility that 
certain arthropod species may be deficient in substances required by the virus 
for maintenance and multiplication. 

A more detailed knowledge of plasticity and cause of virus adaptation to 
tissues of diverse arthropod species will indeed be prerequisite to a final under
standing of their possible position as symbionts or mutualists in these hosts. 
The extent of host-parasite adaptation is attested to by the complete absence 
of pathological reaction of infected vector species. 

The classical example of application of knowledge of vector specificity to 
distinguish viruses is the dependence of research workers on vector susceptibility 
for differentiation of dengue and sandfly fevers. Until the recent adaptations 
of these viruses to experimental mammalian hosts (SABIN, 1955) the virological 
classification of newly isolated strains largely depended on comparative trans
mission tests with Aedes aegypti and Phlebotomus pappataci. No biological, 
morphological or physiological factor has been identified to explain this selectivity. 
The same can be said for those viruses transmitted by Acarina and to which 
mosquitoes are refractive. Mosquito-borne agents such as Western equine, 
St. Louis and Japanese B encephalitis may be transmitted experimentally by 
Dermacentor and Ixodes ticks (SYVERTON and ßERRY, 1941; BLATTNER and 
HEYS, 1941; SILBER and SoLOVIEV, 1946). But mosquitoes are refractive to 
Russian spring-summer tick-borne encephalitis (SILBER and SoLOVIEV, 1946) 
and to Colorado tick fever virus (EKLUND, 1954). 

There is only one definitive study (SABIN, 1952) of dual virus infections in 
vectors, so the possibilities of interference phenomena between viruses or exchange 
of characteristics between agents in these circumstances cannot be fully anticip
ated. SABIN's (1952) demonstration of a degree of interference between yellow 
fever and dengue in Aedes aegypti should lead to interesting future studies with 
the numerous mosquito-borne viruses. Certainly the one instance in which an 
agent with characteristics of both Western equine and St. Louis viruses was 
isolated from a pool of field-collected mites (HAMMON, 1948; HAMMON et al., 1948) 
illustrates the potential interest and value of such study. 

Up to the present a clear-cut relationship cannot be established between 
the numerous viruses in this whole group and specific class, family or genus of 
arthropod vector on the basis of the size of the virus particles, although they 
fall into two principle groups: small (15-30 mu) and large (70-125 mu) viruses. 
Similarly antigenic similarities or differences offer no obvious relationship to 
vector specificity (SABIN, 1953), including the recent classification studies by 
haemagglutination techniques (CASALS and BRoWN, 1954). 

A more detailed consideration of studies of the extrinsic incubation of viruses 
in arthropod vectors will illustrate the complexity of the problern and deficiencies 
in knowledge. 

Extrinsic Incubation. 
The requirement of the virus to undergo an extrinsic incubation period-the 

time from virus ingestion by the vector to the time when the vector is infectious 
by its bite-has already been pointed out to be one of the major differences 
between biologically and mechanically transmitted viruses. With the discovery 
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of this incubation requirement for yellow fever virus, REED and his associates 
(1911) opened the frontier for successful subsequent study of all arthropod-borne 
viruses as weil as for study of the vector-virus association and the influence of 
temperature. 

The extrinsic incubation period has been studiedunder controlled laboratory 
conditions for a number of the biologically transmitted viruses. Examples of 
these studies and summaries are: yellow fever (DAVIS, 1932; BATES and RocA
GARCIA, 1946; WHITMAN, 1951); Western equine and Eastern equine (CHAM
BERLAIN, CoRRISTAN and SIKES, 1954; MERRILL et al., 1934; MERRILL and 
TEN ßROECK, 1935); Murray Valley (McLEAN, 1953, 1955); West Nile (TAHORI 
et al., 1955); Rift Valley fever (SMITHBURN et al., 1949); Russian spring-summer 
(SILBER and SoLOVIEV, 1946); dengue (SILER et al., 1926). From the studies 
of these viruses in a variety of vectors it seems that the duration of the extrinsic 
incubation period can be affected by temperature, virus strain or dosage, and 
species of vector. During the extrinsic period virus must successfully progress 
from the Iumen of the intestinal tract to intracellular sites, multiplication takes 
place, and virus must reach infectious quantities in the salivary glands. 

The effect of temperature has been most adequately studied for yellow fever. 
DAVIS (1932) demonstrated the inverse relationship between temperature and 
incubation periods, with incubation being shortened by increased temperature. 
The observations of BATES and RocA-GARCIA (1946) indicated further acceleration 
by short daily fluctuations of temperature. Evaluations of the influence of tem
perature fluctuations on the incubation of other viruses in arthropod vectors 
have not been as critical, but all evidence favors the conclusion that temperature 
affects the other viruses as it does yellow fever virus and non-viral infectious 
agents transmitted biologically by arthropods. 

The multiplication of a sufficient range of viruses in mosquito vectors has 
been evaluated so that a general pattern of virus growth curves is being established. 
A concept develops from comparison of data such as those of ÜHAMBERLAIN, 
CoRRISTAN and SIKES (1954) and CHAMBERLAIN, SIKES et al. (1954) for Eastern 
and Western equine viruses; of McLEAN (1953, 1955) for Murray Valley virus; 
of DAVIES and YosHPE-PURER (1954/1, 2) for West Nile and Semliki Forest 
viruses; and of WHITMAN (1937) for yellow fever virus. A minimal infectious 
dose of virus is necessary to establish infection in a vector; for several days 
following ingestion detectable virus decreases markedly, and this period is 
followed by marked virus multiplication and dispersal through the body of the 
vector. Some difference is reported-not all of these viruses have increased 
to a titer equal to the infecting meal; however, this has not affected transmission 
ability. Transmission is possible following the return of virus to high titers and 
its spread to the salivary glands. Individual vectors seem to differ in susceptibility 
to infection, since in most studies a varying proportion of vectors fed on the 
infectious virus suspension either do not become infected or develop different 
Ievels of virus concentration in their bodies. In some instances, even though the 
vectors become infected and may be shown to contain high titers of virus, some 
may never become infectious by their bite. These phenomena have not been 
studiedas extensively in arthropods as in experimental verlebrate hosts. Further 
studies may indicate that genetic or physiological factors influence susceptibility 
and transmission ability within arthropod vector species as they do in verlebrate 
host species. 

When studies on virus-vector associations have been extended beyond 
the completion of the minimum extrinsic incubation period, it is usually found 
that the vectors remain infected and infectious for the remainder of their lives 
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or until the termination of observations. Occasionally it is reporled that trans
mission ability decreases in the terminal periods of such tests. 

Determinations of the amount of virus injected into a host by the bite of 
single infectious mosquitoes have been limited. The data on Eastern equine 
virus-infected Aedes aegypti (ÜHAMBERLAIN, KISSLING and SIKES, 1954), West 
Nile virus-infected Culex molestus (TAHORI et al., 1955) and yellow fever Virus
infeeted Aedes aegypti (DAVIS, 1934) indicate that many mosquitoes inoculate 
minimal amounts of virus. These workers found maximum vector inoculations 
of 100 to 1,000 infectious doses for yellow fever and West Nile viruses in monkeys 
and infant mice respectively and Eastern equine from 1,000 to 100,000 mouse 
intracerebral LD50's, depending on the verlebrate host and mosquito vector 
employed. 

For each of the Diptera-transmitted viruses studied extensively, Diptera 
must be considered not only vectors but also definitive hosts. In many respects 
the arthropod is better adapted as a reservoir (long-term source) of these viruses 
than are the known vertebrate hosts. The vectors have no known immunity 
response and may disseminate the virus agents for many days, even months. 
This period is in contrast to the period of a few days of viremia and the immunity 
response found in the verlebrate hosts. Transovarian transmission of the viruses 
by Diptera and their progeny does not occur or must be very uncommon (WmT
MAN, 1951; GILLETT et al., 1950; SABIN et al., 1944; REEVES and HAMMON, 1946; 
DAVIES and YoSHPE-PURER, 1954/1). Many additional studies on transovarian 
passage of viruses have been made, but not reporled in the Iiterature because 
the results were negative or questionable. 

During the extrinsic incubation period there is transovarian transmission 
of virus to the progeny of female ticks infected with Russian spring-summer 
encephalitis (SILBER and SoLOVIEV, 1946), Colorado tick fever (FLoRIO and 
MlLLER, 1948) and Nairobi sheep disease (MONTGOMERY, 1917). In these instances, 
experimental studies were with suspected natural vectors. In addition, when 
mosquito-borne agents such as Western equine or St. Louis encephalitis viruses 
have been fed to experimental ticks, transovarian transmission has ensued 
(SYVERTON and BERRY, 1941; BLATTNER and HEYS, 1941). SMITH et al. (1946) 
in their experimental studies of mites as vectors of St. Louis encephalitis virus, 
reporled transovarian transmission, although subsequent studies of mites as 
vectors of the American encephalitides failed to confirm this (CHAMBERLAIN 
and SIKES, 1955; SULKIN et al., 1955; and REEVES et al., 1955). 

As far as studies on the above tick-borne diseases have been carried, the 
extrinsic incubation period seems quite similar in character and environmental 
requirements to those described for viruses transmitted by Diptera. Ticks are 
in some ways better adapted than Diptera tobe long-term reservoirs of infection, 
because of their Ionger life, Ionger periods between feedings, and the frequency 
of transmission of infection to their progeny. Possibly the same general conditions 
apply to the large group of tick-borne hemorrhagic fevers; the studies are not 
as complete or available (GAJDUSEK, 1953). 

Several problems related to arlhropod vector-virus interrelationships should 
be mentioned because their successful solution might answer currently unanswered 
questions. It has been appreciated for some time that strains of yellow fever, 
mosquito-borne encephalitides, West Nile or dengue viruses are most difficult 
or impossible to transmit with mosquitoes when they have been repeatedly 
passaged by mechanical means in vertebrate hosts (WHITMAN, 1951; HAMMON 
and REEVES, 1943; DAVIES and YoSHPE-PURER, 1954/1; WORK et al., 1955; 
SABIN, 1952). Under such circumstances these viruses seem to lose their adap-
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tability and infectiousness to the vector, and this does not reflect a quantitative 
change in virus available to the vector. The same viruses have only occasionally 
been subjected to serial passage in arthropod vectors without intermittent 
passage in vertebrates, and because of technical difficulties the number of 
successive serial passages has been limited. However, a concomitant decrease 
in infectiousness or pathogenicity for verlebrate hosts has not been reported 
in those instances in which a number of such passages was accomplished (HURLBUT, 
1951; MERRILL and TEN BROECK, 1934). It is possible that a better understanding 
of this problern will result from application of modern tissues culture techniques, 
especially under varied temperature conditions and with arthropod tissues. 
TRAGER's (1938) studies on the growth of Western equine virus in mosquito 
tissue cultures have not been confirmed or extended. 

Biology of Vectors. 
While emphasis has been placed on the interrelationships of vectors and 

viruses as an infectious process, it is equally important to consider the biological 
attributes of a vector which will bring it into frequent contact with virus sources 
and assure the perpetuation of transmission to further susceptible hosts. The 
section on mechanical transmission points out the importance of vector-host 
feeding preferences. They are equally important in the biologically transmitted 
viruses. 

A great deal of emphasis has been placed on determining if suspected vectors 
feed on man or animal hosts which manifest disease symptoms. In a study of 
the epidemiology of these infections, this knowledge is essential; however, it 
is now appreciated that for comprehension of the total epidemiological pattern 
for most of the representatives of this group, it is of equal or greater importance 
to determine the frequency of vector feeding on a wide range of verlebrate species 
with viremia but primarily inapparent infections. As studies of yellow fever, 
dengue and the encephalitides have progressed, it has become apparent that 
knowledge of vector host preference is limited and we are handicapped by 
limitations of research tools. Our comprehension of the epidemiology of this 
entire group of infections would be markedly improved by an adequate knowledge 
of the host preference or range of hosts for proven or potential arthropod vectors 
of each virus. Such knowledge would interrelate the experimental data on good 
verlebrate sources of virus and effective vectors (ÜHAMBERLAIN, SIKES et al., 
1954; KISSLING et al., 1954; WoRK et al., 1955; WHITMAN, 1951); be a Iead to 
unrecognized animal hosts (SMITHBURN et al., 1948; HAMMON and REEVES, 
1948; REEVES et al., 1954) and would further clarify the probability that the 
natural animal host range of these viruses can be and is controlled by vector 
host range as specifically as it is by virus susceptibility of the hosts. 

Not only is knowledge limited of the host range of most arthropods concerned, 
but also there is almost a void of information on factors controlling or governing 
the vector's search for food or host preference. The information available has 
been obtained by application of a few techniques: animal bait collections of 
feeding arthropods (BATES, 1949; WHITMAN, 1951); precipitin tests on blood 
from engorged arthropods (REEVES and HAMMON, 1944; LEE et al., 1954) quan
titative chemotropism evaluation (REEVES, 1953) and arthropod infection rates 
with parasites from known host groups (REEVES et al., 1954; HERMAN et al., 
1954). 

The generalproblern and importance of relating vectors to virus sources can 
best be illustrated by examples. In yellow fever, at least several species of mos-
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quitoes from each of at least six genera are effective laboratory vectors (WHITMAN, 
1951). Yet in extensive field sampling of innumerable species in Africa and Latin 
America, only several species of Aedes and Haemagogus are commonly found 
infected. A species such as Taeniorhynchus africanus, a good laboratory vector 
and one of the most common mosquitoes in tropical Africa, has never been 
found naturally infected (WmTMAN, 1951). The verlebrate species in which 
evidence of naturally occurring yellow fever infection or disease has been found 
are almost entirely limited to primates and a few arboreal associates (TAYLOR, 
1951). This, again, is in spite of the fact that a much wider range of experimentally 
studied verlebrate species can be infected and will circulate virus. Until recently 
it seemed that in endemic yellow fever the ecological unit of transmission was 
more or less closed because of the strict host and ecological niche preference of 
cerlain arboreal Haemagogus and Aedes. Virus was transmitted outside this 
closed unit on those occasions when man intruded, as in the "J ungle Yellow 
Fever" of the Americas (TAYLOR, 1951); or in Africa when a primate virus carrier 
intruded into domestic environments where there was a semi-domestic vector 
such as Aedes simpsoni (GILLETT, 1951). The evidence is clear that the above 
types of vector-host relationships areessential to maintenance of this transmission 
cycle; however, as investigations have been extended, at least circumstantial 
evidence indicates additional vectors and hosts remain to be discovered. The 
excellent earlier studies of vector-host associations were limited largely to arboreal 
primates and associated arlhropods. There was ample evidence of infection in 
both, and they were studied extensively. Currently evidence of yellow fever 
infection has been found in Africa in circumstances leading to suspicion of hitherlo 
unsuspected and unstudied hosts and vectors such as the Galagos (bush baby) 
and its ectoparasites (LuMSDEN, 1955). 

Western equine encephalitis will serve well for comparison with yellow fever. 
Again there are innumerable experimental vector species representing six genera 
of mosquitoes (FERGUSON, 1954; ÜHAMBERLAIN, SIKES et al., 1954), and the 
occurrence of natural infection in vectors is much more limited than the experimen
tal vector studies might lead one to expect (REEVES, 1951; FERGUSON, 1954). 
Over most of the endemic area of infection, Oulex tarsalis is the primary vector 
species naturally associated with the virus (REEVES, 1951; EKLUND, 1954). 
However, with Western equine virus there has been a much broader range of 
mosquito species occasionally found infected (secondarily) than in yellow fever, 
which means they at least occasionally contact hosts with viremia. The range 
of species, both mammalian and avian, in which evidence is often found of 
Western equine infection, is much broader than for yellow fever and actually 
covers most species found susceptible to experimental infection, many of which 
have not been studied (FERGUSON, 1954). 

All evidence indicates that with Western equine encephalitis, in contrast 
to yellow fever, the ecological unit of transmission is much more open and the 
catholic host range and ecological adaptability of the primary vector (0. tarsalis) 
provide the principal explanation (REEVES, 1951). 

These two examples serve to emphasize the essentiality of the ecological 
field study for evaluation of the applicability of laboratory findings and complete 
understanding of the natural infection cycle between hosts and vectors. There 
is ample reason for thinking that the natural host distribution of this entire 
group of viruses is controlled by vector host feeding range as specifically as by 
host virus susceptibility range. It must be reemphasized that entomological 
investigations of vector blood sources cannot be limited to those hosts showing 
clinical illness because hosts with inapparent infections are frequently more 
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important sources of vector infection than are those hosts with clinical illness. 
In addition, what appears to be a single species of mosquito may exhibit markedly 
different host preferences in different areas (GILLETT, 1955). 

In present and future studies of the arthropod-borne virus diseases it must 
be accepted that these agents are not necessarily confined to the geographical 
distribution of a single vector species or closely related species. Generally they 
will be confined to those areas where any efficient vector species, effective verte
brate virus source and ecological conditions for propagation coincide and come 
into intimate contact with each other. This is emphasized because of the frequent 
reference to the fact that a specific virus cannot occur beyond the geographical 
limits of a single principal vector species. Historically malaria, relapsing fever 
and the rickettsial spotted fevers are examples of the fallacy of such reasoning. 
For the viral agents, yellow fever possibly spread from Africa to Latin America, 
and if so certainly became established most successfully by adapting to new 
vectors (TAYLOR, 1951). Japanese B encephalitis for a short period thrived on 
Guam, where no Culex tritaeniorhynchus occur (REEVES and RuDNICK, 1951). 
Western equine encephalitis occurs in areas such as Argentina, Michigan, New 
Jersey and Alabama, where Culex tarsalis is unknown (American Geographical 
Society, 1954); blue-tongue is now in the United States with species of Culicoides 
other than Culicoides pallidipennis as vectors (PRICE and HARDY, 1954); and the 
Russian spring-summer-louping ill complex is certainly not restricted to the 
distribution of a particular species of Ixodes or Dermacentor tick (American 
Geographical Society, 1954). 

Vector Population Measurement. 

The basic epidemiological need for measuring vector populations has been 
to obtain a quantitative estimate so that they can be weighed against estimates 
of the number and proportion of infected vectors and vertebrate hosts. The 
techniques employed have been based on a wide range of vector biologicalactivities 
and at best must be classified as indices of population fluctuations rather than 
census measurements. V ector sampling has been done by collecting resting 
shelter populations; utilizing light, chemotropic or animal attractants; by random 
sweeping; or by examination of collected hosts for ectoparasites. A review of 
past efforts leads to the conclusion that in studies of the vectors of virus infections 
we have been able only to substitute the crudest indices of vector activity in
cidence for population measurement, and the related indices of vector infection 
rates have been measured in the crudest way of all. The infectivity (transmission 
by bite) rate of naturally infected vector populations has rarely been tested. 
In future developments advances in epidemiological understanding or control 
evaluation must be based in part on evaluating the relative importance of vector 
population numbers and attack rates on vertebrate hosts in comparison to 
vector infection and infectivity rates. Techniques will be developed for more 
sensitive measurement of vector infection rates to replace the current procedure 
of applying the number of isolations to total sample or number of pools of vectors 
of miscellaneous size tested. Furthermore the proportion of naturally infected 
mosquitoes capable of transmitting if they bite a susceptible host must be studied. 
Until these factors have been studied in the field, it will be difficult to apply 
the extensive available laboratory data on vector efficiency. With epidemic 
yellow fever and possibly dengue, considerable effort was made to establish 
a vector population index which could be applied epidemiologically (TAYLOR, 
1951). Little practical application has been made of even this index, and it did 
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not encompass vector infection rates. At the present time the relative imporlance 
of vector population activity or numbers versus vector infection or infectivity 
rates has not been accurately determined for any arlhropod-borne virus. Until 
this is done the interdependence of these variables will be poorly understood. 

Space does not permit detailed consideration of flight \ange and other vector 
movements as they relate to the spread of virus infectwns. With impressive 
frequency, otherwise unexplained spread or unexpected appearance of infection 
with a number of virus agents (yellow fever, encephalitis and myxomatosis) 
have been explained by conjecturing that vectors were possibly wafted aloft 
by air currents and carried great distances, where new foci of infection were 
established. With repetition, hypotheses of this type tend to become accepted 
as fact without proof or disproof. In most instances other hypotheses are equally 
attractive biological possibilities. One is that virus is spread by movement of 
infected verlebrate hosts. Another is that the infection has been endemic in 
latent infections of hosts and vectors, but has not become apparent before. 

Vectors as Reservoirs. 
The circumstances that allow most of the arlhropod-borne animal viruses 

to persist in a specific locality over long periods remain obscure. Most of these 
viruses must escape from the verlebrate host to a vector in the very short period 
of maximum viremia or they will be eliminated by the host's immunity response. 
This concept undoubtedly originated in the classical studies of urban yellow 
fever and dengue and is especially applicable when these infections occur in tem
perate areas. Continual transmission from infected host to vector to susceptible 
host seems to be essential for these urban epidemics. In such instances there is 
no true virus reservoir because the Iongest persistence in a single host is for the 
life of a mosquito vector, relatively shorl with Aedes aegypti in the summer. 

For purposes of this discussion, reservoir will be defined as "a vertebrate or 
in verlebrate host in which virus is maintained for a prolonged period". As an 
example, ticks are effective reservoirs of viruses such as Russian spring-summer 
encephalitis (SILBER and SoLOVIEV, 1946) and probably Colorado tick fever 
(FLORIO and MILLER, 1948) and Nairobi sheep disease (MoNTGOMERY, 1917). 
The ticks are long-lived, virus may be transmitted to successive generations, 
and the ticks can remain infected and infective through the winter. In such 
instances the virus can be maintained in the vector for prolonged periods without 
resorl to verlebrate passage. Within the above definition, this is a true reservoir 
status. In contrast vertebrate hosts are infectious for a few days and serve to 
disseminate virus to other ticks only during this time. 

The viruses transmitted by Diptera have no obvious reservoir for perpetuation 
of infection except in mosquito vectors that, once infective, may remain so for 
life. Epidemie yellow fever, dengue and sandfly fever seem to disappear from 
temperate areas with the onset of winter and must be reintroduced in the summer. 
In tropical areas the persistence of these virus infections, and in addition jungle 
yellow fever, has frequently been explained by the mechanism of wandering epide
mic and endemic centers in which constant spread to non-immune populations 
in contact with vectors maintained the infection. In this concept a long-term 
reservoir in a vertebrate or inverlebrate host was not required. In recent years 
this hypothesis has been challenged with increasing frequency by the students 
of yellow fever. Evidence is found of circumstances in which yellow fever has 
persisted or reappeared at a low level of infection where a large proportion of 
primate hosts was immune and vectors were abundant, or through prolonged 
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dry periods when adult mosquitoes were probably aestivating (TAYLOR, 1951; 
LUMSDEN, 1955). 

This is similar to the problern encountered with the encephalitides endemic 
in temperate areas. Western equine, Eastern equine, St. Louis and Japanese B 
viruses may become active in discrete geographical regions each summer following 
long winter periods in which there is no possibility of active transmission (REEVES, 
1951; EKLUND, 1953, 1954; MEYER, 1953). The questions of how these viruses 
overwinter and of what is their true reservoir are unanswered today. The more 
obvious possibilities being investigated are that overwintering adult vectors 
maintain the virus, occasional vertebrate hosts may have chronic infeetions, 
or migratory avian hosts from more temperate areas may reintroduce infection 
each summer. Supporting published data for each of these possibilities are very 
limited. HuRLBUT (1949) found that mosquitoes could transmit Japanese B virus 
after experimental hibernation. The few attempts to isolate encephalitis viruses 
from hibernating mosquitoes collected in endemic areas have failed (HAMMON, 
REEVES et al., 1945; HAMMoN, REEVES and GALINDO, 1945; HAMMoN and 
REEVES, 1947; KEENER, 1952). Critical studies have not been made of the possibil
ity that long-term chronic or relapsing infections in verlebrate hosts may be 
sources of vector infection. ANDERSON (1954) and BURNET (1952) have presented 
circumstantial evidence of the relationship of migratory birds to the geographical 
dissemination of Murray Valley encephalitis. 

It must be concluded that for all except the tick-transmitted viruses there 
is no proof that vectors serve as reservoirs of the viruses through periods un
favorable for active transmission. However, vectors do deserveextensive additional 
study in this regard. Relatively little is known of the life span of adult vectors 
under natural conditions or the number of times they refeed. The knowledge 
of relationship of temperature and humidity to vector-virus infections is still 
quite limited and will need to be extended through studies under a wider range 
of simulated climatic conditions in the laboratory as well as the field. 

The possibility must still be considered that different arthropods such as mites 
and ticks or even helminths may serve as reservoirs of virus during unfavorable 
times and that mosquito vectors serve as accelerating disseminators during 
favorable periods. This has been suggested for the mosquito-borne encephalitides 
(SMITH et al., 1946; REEVES, 1951) and yellow fever (LUMSDEN, 1955). At this 
time this must be considered an hypothesis. There is more than a casual possibility 
that discovery of the true reservoir for any one of the mosquito-borne viruses 
will be equally applicable to other representatives in this group. 

Appendix. AnimaZ pathogenic viruses associated with arthropod vectors. 

Common Name 

1. Classical Fevers 
Y ellow fever 
Dengue type 1 {Hawaüan) 
Dengue type 2 {New Guinea) 
Sandfly fever {Naples) 
Sandfly fever {Sicilian) 

Sources of Additional Information 
or Summaries 

Strode, 1951 
Sabin, 1955 
Sabin, 1955 
Sabin, 1955 
Sabin, 1955 

2. American Mosquito-borne Encephalitides 
Western equine encephalomyelitis Ferguson, 1954 
Eastern equine encephalomyelitis Ferguson, 1954 
Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis Gilyard, 1944; Eklund, 1954 
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Common Name 

St. Louis encephalitis 
California 

Ilheus 
Anopheles A 
Anopheles B 

Wyeomyia 

3. African Mosquito-borne Fevers and 
West Nile 

Semliki Forest (Kumba) 
Bunyamwera 
Ntaya 
Uganda S 
Rift Valley fever 
Zika 
Mengo 
Bwamba* 
Sindbis 
Brazzaville (AlleJWpithecus) * 

Sources of Additional Information 
or Summaries 

Ferguson, 1954 
Hammon and Reeves, 1952; Hammon et al, 

1952; Reeves and Hammon, 1952 
Laemmert and Hughes, 1947 
Roca-Garcia, 1944 
Roca-Garcia, 1944; Hughes and Perlowagora, 

1950 
Roca-Garcia, 1944 

Encephalitides 
Dick, 1953; Taylor and Hurlbut, 1953; 

Hurlbut, 1953; Work et al., 1955 
Smithburn and Haddow, 1944; Dick, 1953 
Smithburn et al., 1946; Dick, 1953 
Smithburn and Haddow, 1951; Dick, 1953 
Dick and Haddow, 1952; Dick, 1953 
Smithburn et al., 1948 
Dick et al., 1952; Dick, 1953 
Dick, 1953 
Smithburn et al., 1941; Dick, 1953 
Taylor et al., 1955 
Pellissier, 1953, 1954 

4. Asiatic-Australian Mosquito-borne 
Japanese B 

Encephalitides 

Murray Valley 

Sindbis 

Sasa and Sabin, 1950; Hammon et al., 1949; 
Mitamura et al., 1950 

Anderson, 1954; Reeves et al., 1954; 
McLean, 1953 

Taylor et al., 1955; Shah et al., 1956 

5. Acarina-borne Encephalitides and 
Colorado tick fever 

Fever Agents 

Russian spring-summer encephalitis 
(including louping-ill) 

Hemorrhagic fevers 
Crimean 
Omsk 
Bukovenian 
Uzbekistan 
Korean ** 

Florio and Miller, 1948; Eklund et al., 1955 
Silberand Soloviev, 1946; Pond et al., 1953 
Silber and Shubladze, 1945; Gordon et al., 

1932 
Gajdusek, 1953 
Gajdusek, 1953 
Gajdusek, 1953 
Gajdusek, 1953 
Gajdusek, 1953 
Traub et al., 1954 

6. Arthropod-borne Viruses Affecting Vertabrates Other Than Man 
a) Mechanical transmission 

Rahbit myxomatosis 

Rahbit fibroma 

Squirrel fibroma 
Avian pox viruses 
Swine pox 
Equine infectious anemia 

Aragüo, 1943; .Andrewes, 1954; Day and 
Bennetts, 1954 

K ilham and Dalmat, 1955; K ilham and 
Woke, 1953 

Kilham, 1955; Kilham et al., 1953 
Brody, 1936; French and Reeves, 1954 
Shope, 1940 
Stein et al., 1942, 1943 

* No proven relationship to arthropod vectors but suspected epidemiologically. 
** Viral etiology and arthropod vector relationship suspected but unproven. 
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Common Name 

b) Biological transmission 
Blue-tongue 
Nairobi sheep and goat disease 
South African horse sickness 
Ephemeral fever of cattle** 

Sources of Additional Information 
or Summaries 

Du Toit, 1944; Price and Hardy, 1954 
Montgomery, 1917; Day and Bennetts, 1954 
Du Toit, 1944; Day and Bennetts, 1954 
Mackerras et al., 1940 

7. Virus Infections of Man Transmitted Incidentally by Arthropods 
Poliomyelitis MeZnick and Dow, 1953; MeZnick and 

Coxsackie 

Trachoma 
Lymphocytic choriomeningitis 
Smallpox* 

Penner, 1952 
MeZnick and Dow, 1953; MeZnick and 

Penner, 1952 
WiZson, 1930 
MiZzer, 1942; Ooggeshall, 1939 

* No proven relationship to arthropod vectors but suspected epidemiologically. 
** Viral etiology and arthropod vector relationship suspected but unproveil. 
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